
My name is Nasira Williams. I am a rising junior, and I would not be here without the help of 

Tri-County Scholarship. It is the reason I attend Immaculate Conception High School in 

Montclair NJ. I share their understanding that education is the most transcendent gift one can be 

given, and it allows me to have a foot in the door of the future. Growing up in a less privileged 

community has not only offered financial and academic challenges but has also helped me 

realize the value of receiving a high school and college education. 

I currently participate in Immaculate Conception Medical Arts program to receive a foundation 

of the medical field.  I visited Summit Medical Group on numerous occasions with my medical 

arts program where I witnessed a colonoscopy procedure.  I viewed it from the screen, but I was 

excited.  My initial career choice was sports medicine.  Now, I am going to be a doctor an 

Orthopedic Specialist. I understand that I must endure a lot of training and education. In college, 

I must study courses to prepare for medicine, such as biology, chemistry, and some advanced 

mathematics. I currently have all honors classes in all subjects and continue to maintain a 3.7 

GPA.   

I know that becoming a doctor is not very easy task.  It is a long journey of study.  I have 

confidence in myself to accomplish the goal I set forth. ICHS is providing me with the 

mathematical and science classes needed to pursue my future career in becoming an Orthopedic 

specialist.  I am grateful that I have teachers to work beside me to make sure I am taking 

advantage of all courses and programs ICHS has to offer to make my dream come true. My mom 

went to school for Radiography and she helps me in learning about bones and it physiology from 

the books she held on to since I told her ten years ago that I wanted to be a bone doctor.    After I 

graduate from high school, my plans are to attend a college where I begin my journey as a 

student-athlete.  I plan to play college basketball and focus on my academics at the highest level.  

I am aware the classes needed to be a physician would need lots of dedication.  I am resilient and 

know that I can do both.  All my life I played sports and focused on my academics. I can do it in 

college as well.  I am determined to fulfill my lifelong dream in becoming an Orthopedic,     

My educational pursuits would not be possible without generous support from scholarship 

sponsors like your organization.  Thank you for enabling this opportunity! 


